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The changing 
nature of 
retirement

Retirement savings isn’t always an 
even playing field, but as an industry 
we can seek better outcomes. That’s 
why we’ve reimagined our DC Pulse 
survey to provide a more accurate 
“Read on Retirement” and what it 
means for more and more people. 

The pandemic caused people to 
rethink what they need for retirement, 
and inspired employers to offer more 
strategies to help employees save for 
the short and long-term. Yet not 
everyone has access to a workplace 
plan, and not all people face the same 
economic situations. Coupled with 
potential changes in retirement policy, 
we can use these findings in order to 
help build better retirements.

Diverse perspectives
Understanding the unique outlooks and 
situations of different populations to better 
serve their retirement goals.

Independent savers
Measuring the impact of access to a 
workplace savings plan so we can find ways 
to improve equity.

New in this year’s survey:
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About the survey 305
Plan sponsors
Plans had at least $300 
million in assets, with 35% 
of respondents serving in 
benefits or HR roles, and the 
rest in finance, investment 
or business management 
for their organizations.

1,308
Workplace savers
Workplace savers 
(participants) were employed 
full-time and participating in 
their employer’s 401(k) or 
403(b) plan, with at least 
$5,000 in assets in their 
current account. The gender 
breakdown of the sample is 
53% male and 47% female.

The BlackRock Read on Retirement, formerly DC 
Pulse, provides insights from a research study of 
large defined contribution plan sponsors, 
workplace savers, independent savers and retirees 
in the U.S. executed by Escalent, Inc., an 
independent research company. All respondents 
were interviewed using an online survey fielded 
March 25-April 30, 2022.

300
Retirees

Retirees were retired at 
least 10 years and 
previously enrolled 
in a 401(k) or 403(b) plan; 
some have stayed in plan 
after retirement. 50% also 
had access to a defined 
benefit/pension plan 
through an employer.

1,300
Independent 
savers
Independent savers were 
employed full-time with at 
least $5,000 in assets set 
aside for retirement and no 
access to a workplace 
retirement plan. 54% use 
an IRA and 31% use a full-
service taxable brokerage 
account to save.

BlackRock.com/ReadonRetirement
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Workplace saver snapshot
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Percentage of total retirement assets 
across account types for workplace savers

Average workplace saver retirement account 
balance by age/cohort

36%

21%

23%

16%

5%
Employer-sponsored
retirement plans

Individual retirement
accounts

Taxable brokerage
accounts

Bank accounts

Other

Percentage of salary contributed to 
workplace plan

16%

30%

19%

34%

1-5%

6-10%

11-15%

16-20%
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Individual saver snapshot
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Types of investments used for retirement 
savings

Average individual saver retirement balance 
by age/cohort

49%

16%

47%

46%

21%

27%
Mutual Funds

ETFs

Individual securities
(stocks, bonds, etc.)
Cash

Annuities

Other

Percentage of salary contributed to 
retirement savings

17%

13%

20%
8%

42%

0%

1-5%

6-10%

11-15%

16-20%
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Key findings
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Fastening our seatbelts
______________________

A less certain course

Confidence has taken a dip, with 
fewer savers reporting they’re on 
track.

Adjusting the economic 
sails

Among plan sponsors and 
participants alike, inflation is a 
top concern. 

Seeking security across 
a lifetime
______________________

A focus on lifecycle 
investing

Interest remains in the access to 
management that target date 
funds (TDFs) can provide.

Retirement income could 
offer security

Given unease from savers, 
sponsors are exploring solutions
to help them generate income.

Broadening the toolbox
_________________________________________________

Taking the long view with ESG

Savers are adopting a long-term view 
for long-term savings, seeking to 
manage risk and generate returns.

Optimizing for the individual

Options like managed accounts 
are seen as way to serve individual 
goals and specific circumstances.

The strategic appeal of 
active

Sponsors and savers seek alpha to 
help navigate potential turbulence.

Exploring equity 
in retirement 
_________________________________________________

The benefit of                 
access

Those saving for retirement 
without a workplace plan are less 
likely to feel on track. 

Newest generation looks 
toward retirement

Gen Z is taking the long view, but 
also willing to focus more on 
other short-term financial goals.

Exploring equity in diverse 
populations

There’s broad concern around 
retirement income and other 
factors, though not evenly felt. 

Looking across gender 
lines

A gap between genders is likely 
multiplied by underlying 
systemic factors.
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Fastening our seatbelts
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A less certain course
Confidence has taken a dip, with fewer savers reporting they’re on track 
for retirement given turbulent markets. It’s a departure from years past 

where sentiment remained steady and even increased. 
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A less certain course
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For the first time in several years, retirement 
confidence has fallen as more savers take 
caution.

60%

67% 68%

63%

17% 17%

10%

17%

23%

15%

21%
19%

2019 2020 2021 2022

On Track Not on Track Not Sure

% of participants who believe they are on track with their 
retirement savings to retire with the lifestyle they want

86%
of participants say that the 

pandemic has had little or no 
effect on how on track they are 

with saving for retirement.

Effects of the pandemic and higher inflation 
are impacting outlooks.

42%

of workplace savers say 
hardships related to the 
pandemic have set them 

back.

Top reasons cited by savers for why they 
don’t feel on track

23%

Not earning enough to 
save

17%

High cost of living 
expenses
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A less certain course
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69%

of plan sponsors are concerned about 
inflation eroding the retirement savings of 
their participants.

48%

of plan sponsors say they are providing 
educational resources for their participants 
in response to inflation conditions.

% of employees plan sponsors believe 
are on track with retirement savings

Plan sponsors are also expressing concern about the preparedness of their savers, with inflation 
top of mind.

2022

58%

63%

2021

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-11/54



About half
of independent savers report they are on 
track to retire with the lifestyle they want 
(compared to 63% of workplace savers).

A less certain course

12

Those without access to a workplace savings plan are less confident about their financial futures, 
likely impacted by negative effects from the pandemic and the current macro environment.

23%
of independent savers say the pandemic has 
caused them to save less (only 14% of 
workplace savers say the same).
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Adjusting the economic sails
Among plan sponsors and participants alike, inflation is a top concern. 

Increases in prices are leading savers to spend less, with savings rates and 
investment allocations remaining mostly unchanged for now.
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Adjusting the economic sails
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Unsurprisingly, savers have concerns around 
inflation and are adjusting their spending and 
looking at saving in response. 

About 4 in 10 
workplace savers say that they have a strong 
understanding of the impact inflation can 
have on their ability to save and spend.

Top actions workplace savers are taking to 
address inflation

54%

Decreased spending 
on big ticket items

42%

Decreased spending 
on consumables

of workplace savers 
report they are worried 

about inflation

87%

34%

Increased their     
saving rate

20%

have adjusted plan 
investments 
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Adjusting the economic sails
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Those closest to retirement may be the least concerned about inflation and the continuing effects 
of the pandemic. 

% of each generation that says the pandemic and current inflation have affected their attitude 
towards retirement saving

75%
79% 82%

90%

Boomers Gen X Millennials Gen Z
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Seeking security across a 
lifetime
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A focus on lifecycle investing
Amid increased market volatility and a decrease in confidence, there 

remains strong interest in the benefits that target date funds can 
provide savers.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-17/54



A focus on lifecycle investing
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85%

of workplace savers not currently invested in a 
target date fund are interested after reading a 

description of one.

43%

of workplace savers report they are currently 
invested in a target date fund.

Workplace savers appreciate target date funds 
as a holistic solution, yet the need for 
increased education remains.

Over 1 in 4
workplace savers are unaware if they’re 
currently invested in a target date fund, 
highlighting the need for greater education.
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A focus on lifecycle investing
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31%
40%

51% 54%

28%
35%

23% 21%

Boomers Gen X Millennials Gen Z

Currently invested Not sure or aware

Younger generations show stronger interest and belief in target date funds, a testament to the 
investment solution as well as an evolving approach to plan design.

% of workplace savers planning to invest in a target 
date fund soon, by generation

20%
Gen Z

14%
Millennials

11%
Gen X

Target date fund investment awareness by generation

38%

of Millennial workplace savers have no plans to 
change their allocation away from a target date 
fund stronger than other generations.
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A focus on lifecycle investing
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of workplace savers not currently invested in a 
target date fund are interested after reading a 

description of one.

Plan sponsors see the value of target date funds as a vehicle for the entire lifecycle, not just the 
earning and saving years.

Nearly half
(46%) of plan sponsors say they actively 
encourage participants to consider 
target date funds to support their 
retirement spending.

86%

of plan sponsors believe it would be helpful to 
reallocate assets to more appropriate age-based 
investments over time.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-20/54



Retirement income could 
offer security

Unease from savers on how to make their nest egg last is leading plan 
sponsors to explore solutions that help generate income in retirement.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-21/54



80%
of workplace savers are looking for help to get 
through retirement, not simply reach it.

Retirement income could offer security

22

Saving for retirement is only half the challenge, with workplaces savers seeking help from their 
plans to overcome concerns about outliving their nest egg.

64%
of all savers are concerned about having 
enough savings to last through retirement.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-22/54
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Retirement income could offer security

23

Concerns around being able to spend in retirement are heightened by volatile markets, yet the 
strategies savers intend to utilize may not provide the income they need.

3 in 4
workplace savers plan on maintaining 
their savings balance in retirement and 
only spending the dividends and 
interest, even if they need to economize.

75%

of workplace savers who are less confident about their 
future retirement spending because of the pandemic 

cite uncertain market conditions as the rationale.

67%

39%
of workplace savers are 
more concerned now that 
future market volatility will 
impact their savings.
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Retirement income could offer security

24

% of workplace savers willing to invest a portion of 
their retirement savings in exchange for guaranteed 
regular income payments.

2022

9 in 10 
workplace savers are interested in 
owning a product designed specifically 
to generate income in retirement.87%

71%

2021

With increasing concerns about longevity, inflation and market volatility, workplace savers are 
expressing growing interest in guaranteed income solutions.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-24/54



Retirement income could offer security
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Plan sponsors are focused on helping savers spend down their nest egg, recognizing the need for 
solutions and the benefits they could provide participants in all types of market environments.

% of plan sponsors that say helping 
their savers with retirement income 
has become more important due to 

the pandemic
90%

of plan sponsors agree that their 
savers would benefit from a TDF 

that generates guaranteed 
retirement income.

86%

of plan sponsors say that 
decumulation is a key 

consideration when selecting 
target date funds.

68%
74%

2021 2022

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-25/54



Retirement income could offer security
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Retirees reflect on the security that access to guaranteed income provides, especially in the face 
of more volatile markets.

67%
of confident retirees say that 

access to a pension makes them 
feel secure they have enough 

money to last.

71%
of retirees would have chosen to 

receive a steady stream of 
income throughout retirement if 

given a choice.
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Broadening the toolbox
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Taking the long                       
view with ESG

Workplace savers and plan sponsors see ESG strategies as a way to 
manage risk and generate returns, taking a long-term view for long-

term savings. Consideration and adoption are on the uptick as a result.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-28/54



Taking the long view with ESG
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% of workplace savers that say having ESG options 
offered to them is very important by generation  

47%
Gen Z

38%
Millennials

23%
Gen X

Gen Z is taking an even stronger view on ESG 
compared to Millennials that originally lead the 
charge.

78%

of workplace savers believe it’s at least 
somewhat important to have ESG options 
offered to them within their plan.

Interest in ESG remains high amongst workplace savers, with the newest generation advocating 
for the strategy in even stronger terms.

62% 64%

73%
78%

2019 2020 2021 2022

Workplace savers reporting ESG as at 
least somewhat important by year

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-29/54



Taking the long view with ESG
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Workplace savers view ESG factors as something to account for, holding strong beliefs that 
companies focused on these issues will perform better in the future.

of workplace savers

78%

agree companies focused on 
mitigating climate-related risks 
and implementing plans to 
transition to a low-carbon 
economy will perform better in 
the future.

of workplace savers

85%

agree companies focused on 
mitigating adverse impacts to 
stakeholders that could arise 
from the company's business 

practices will perform better in 
the future.

of workplace savers

86%

agree companies focused on 
ensuring they have appropriate 
governance structures to serve 
the interests of shareholders 
and other key stakeholders will 
perform better in the future.
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Taking the long view with ESG
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Savers are interested in investing in ESG funds if offered to them, with half saying they would 
even increase their contributions to a workplace plan if available.

67%
of workplace savers report they 

would invest in dedicated 
sustainable investment 

strategies if offered in their 
plan.

52%
of workplace savers say they 
would increase their saving 

rate if these options were 
available.
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72%
of plan sponsors not currently offering 
sustainable investment options are at 
least somewhat likely to consider doing so 
in the next 12-24 months.

Taking the long view with ESG

32

Plan sponsors see the benefits of ESG are ramping up consideration, citing a variety of factors for 
taking a look at the strategy.

Top factors driving consideration to adopt 
sustainable strategies

42% Recommendation from a 
consultant

35% To mitigate risk for 
participants

31% Participant demand for 
strategies

27% Shifting regulatory 
environment
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The strategic appeal of active
With greater uncertainty around the level of returns to expect in a 

volatile market, sponsors and savers are seeking alpha to help navigate 
potential turbulence. 

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-33/54



The strategic appeal of active
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With more turbulent market conditions, plan sponsors look to active management as a 
way to act on trends and navigate market risk.

Over 8 in 10 
plan sponsors believe active managers 
can consistently outperform the market, 
consistent with previous years.

of plan sponsors say active 
management adds value for 
investors by analyzing market data 
to identify trends, risks and 
opportunities.

of plan sponsors believe active 
management adds value by 
adjusting allocations based on 
short term trends or risks.

43%

40%

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-34/54



The strategic appeal of active
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25%

Of participants 
are unaware of 
what a target 
date fund is

43%
Of participants 
are invested in a 
target date fund

BUT…

Workplace savers are focused on diversification, growth and minimizing risk to optimize for the 
long term: all benefits active management can potentially provide.

73%

79%

80%

83%I  ensure my portfolio is 
diversified

I select options that will 
generate income in 

retirement

I select options that offer 
the most growth

I select options I think will 
be less likely to lose money

Top criteria considered important by workplace savers when choosing retirement investments

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-35/54



Optimizing for the individual
Plan sponsors and their savers show interest in ways to help meet each 

individual’s specific goals and circumstances.
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% of sponsors very interested in adding a 
managed account program to their plan

Optimizing for the individual

Interest in managed account solutions is 
strong, with plan sponsors increasingly 
considering the option.

68

Being able to optimize for the individual 
are the benefits that interest plan sponsors 
in adding the solution to their plan.

44%

60% Ability for retirement 
income options 

56% Ability to customize the 
portfolio

49% The potential for 
increased returns

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-37/54



Optimizing for the individual

38

While nearly a quarter of workplace savers aren’t familiar with managed account solutions, there 
is interest in these types of tools to meet their unique goals.

of workplace savers

24%

are not sure if their employer offers 
a service like managed accounts 
that provides personalized 
investment recommendations and 
manages the investments on their 
behalf.

of workplace savers

76%

who are not sure if their employer 
offers this type of solution would be 
interested in using one if offered.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-38/54



Exploring equity in 
retirement
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The benefit of access
Those saving for retirement on their own without support from a 

workplace plan are less likely to feel on track. Employer-sponsored 
retirement plans may be able to help these savers in a major way: 

getting them invested in the best solutions for their retirement goals.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-40/54



The benefit of access
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Independent savers express lower retirement 
confidence compared to their peers with 
access to a workplace retirement savings plan.

% of savers that feel on track for their retirement

Workplace Savers

63%

51%

Independent Savers

36%

of independent savers say that 
access to retirement planning 
tools would help them feel on 

track.

Access to the planning tools that retirement 
plans provide could help boost their 
confidence.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-41/54



The benefit of access

42

68%

of independent savers report they’d be 
likely to use a workplace savings plan if it 
were offered to them.

Employer 
matching
is the top factor that 
would make 20% of 
independent savers 
more likely to use a 
workplace plan if 
offered.

% of savers not contributing anything 
at all to their retirement currently

Independent savers say they’d be likely to use a workplace retirement plan, especially if 
incentivized by an employer match. It’s important given almost a fifth aren’t actively saving at all 
currently.

68%
consider an 
employer 
match an 
important 
factor when 
considering 
their next job.

17%

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-42/54



The benefit of access

43

Independent savers consider investments that 
are less likely to lose money an important 
consideration at higher rates.

Independent savers are more risk averse compared to their peers with access, and lack the same 
awareness of vehicles like target date funds that could help them manage their portfolio.

Nearly half
of independent savers are holding at 
least some of their savings just in cash.

46%
of independent savers have 
familiarity with target date funds, 
but 66% express interest when 
described to them.

41%

73%

78%

WorkplaceIndependent

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-43/54



Exploring equity across        
diverse groups

People express broad concern around retirement income and other 
factors, but not at the same altitudes. Preferences for how much to 

save also vary.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-44/54



Exploring equity in diverse groups

45

65%

57% 57%
51%

On track

Black/African American Hispanic/Latino

White Asian/Pacific Islander

Different populations have varying 
perspectives on saving preferences.

“I prefer to save just enough to retire with adequate 
savings so that I can spend more today”

45%
Black/African 

American

46%
Hispanic/  

Latino

36%
Asian/Pacific 

Islander

The level of preparedness felt for retirement isn’t even across the board, and diverse groups tend 
to hold different preferences for their saving goals. 

70%
White

Meanwhile, white savers say they would prefer 
to take a more aggressive approach.

“I would prefer to save more now 
to be sure I won't have to scale 
back in retirement.”

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-45/54
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Exploring equity in diverse 
groups

Worries about retirement income and outliving 
savings concern all, but not evenly.

“I am worried about outliving my 
retirement savings”

% who agree COVID-19 has set them back with saving 
for retirement

71%
65%

58%
63%

Black/African American Hispanic/Latino

White Asian/Pacific Islander

% that say having to generate income in 
retirement worries them

75%

61%

67%

71%

Black/African 
American

Hispanic/  
Latino

White Asian/Pacific 
Islander
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Looking along gender lines
The retirement savings gender gap continues into 2022, likely 

multiplied by underlying systemic factors that were exacerbated by the 
pandemic.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-47/54



Looking across gender lines

48

50%

65%

On track

Women Men

Confidence may be hampered by uncertainty 
on how much is needed.

Women feel that they should be saving at 
higher rates as a result.

% of all savers unaware of how much money they 
will need to retire comfortably

14%
Men

25%
Women

% of all savers not on track that say they should 
save more money for retirement

38%
Men

47%
Women

Across all savers, women express lower confidence when it comes to their retirement. It’s 
compounded by women earning less than and living longer than men, on average.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-48/54
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Looking across gender lines

Longevity remains a key driver of uncertainty 
amongst women, with greater concerns about 
outliving savings and understanding income 
needs.

65%

of women (55% men) 
say that the thought of having 

to generate their own 
retirement income worries 

them.

Solutions that help address longevity and 
retirement income needs could help boost 
confidence.

% not sure how much retirement income they will 
need

Men Women

% concerned about outliving their 
retirement savings

30%

44%

60%

68%

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-49/54



Looking across gender lines
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That uncertainty also impacts the ways that women seek advice and answers, largely preferring 
help from professionals compared to a “do it yourself” approach to investment management. 

of women

63%

favor professional advice for their 
retirement investments.

of men

49%
of working Baby Boomers

76%

disagree that hardships related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic have set 
them back with saving for 
retirement, compared to as few as 
38% of Millennials. 

of women

58%

say they choose investments based 
on their own research.

of men

72%

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-50/54



Newest generation of savers 
looks toward retirement

Gen Z is taking the long view, but is also willing to take their foot off the 
gas to achieve other short-term financial goals.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-51/54



Newest generation of savers looks toward retirement 

52

Gen Z, the youngest group of savers, is willing to prioritize other big-ticket goals though may have 
a more ambitious timeline for their retirement. 

Average Gen Z expected 
retirement age

63.6

Compared to Boomers 
that plan to retire at 65.9 
on average.

of Gen Z is willing to save less 
for retirement if faced with other 

big ticket goals.

72%

14%
Gen Z’s average reported 
saving rate, similar to the  
current savings rates of 
other generations.

MKTGM0822U/S-2339599-52/54



Newest generation of savers looks toward retirement

53

72%

60%

42%

Gen Z Millennials Gen X

They may need further guidance to understand what those goals require though. Gen Z imagines 
needing a smaller nest egg and is willing to pull back to achieve other financial milestones.

% that say they would save less for 
retirement if faced with other big-ticket goals

$250,000
36% of Gen Z say they would need an 
amount under $250,000 saved for a 
comfortable retirement.

$1-3 million
Meanwhile, nearly half of Boomers say 
they need to save $1-3 million. It’s at 
least four times the amount Gen Z 
anticipates needing.
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Important notes

Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal.

Asset allocation models and diversification do not promise any level of performance or guarantee against loss of principal. T he principal value of the target date funds is not 
guaranteed at any time, including at and after the target date.

This content is for reference purposes only. The opinions expressed may change as subsequent conditions vary. The information and opinions contained in this material are derived 
from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed by BlackRock, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries (together, “BlackRock”) to be rel iable. No representation is made that this information 
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